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Baram Delta Geology and Hydrocarbon Occurrence 

E.J.H. RUKS 

(Sarawak Shell Berhad, Lutong, Sarawak) 

Abstract: The Baram Delta Province constitutes a relatively small part ofSarawak's offshore 
acreage in East Malaysia, but contains the bulk of oil reserves so far discovered by Shell in their 
contract area. 

These reserves are distributed over II fields of which only one, the Miri field, discovered in 
1910, is situated on land. 

The Baram Delta depocentre developed during the Late Eocene and from early Middle 
Miocene onwards is characterized by various regressive phases of clastic sedimentation. 

The tectonic style of the Baram Delta shows the interaction of two types of deformation: 

(a) gravity induced growth faults, generally hading to the north and arcuate in shape. 

(b) compressional folds with NE-SW trending axes which originated during late Upper 
Miocene. 

All fields are located at the intersection of the growth faults and the anticlinal trends. 

INTRODUCTION 
The Baram Delta Province in Sarawak, East Malaysia (Fig. 1) is a Tertiary basin, 

which developed in Late Eocene times after orogenic uplift and folding of Cretaceous 
to Eocene eugeosync1inal sediments. 

The basin is separated from the more stable Central Luconia Province to the west 
by a major NW-SE trending hinge line related to basement faulting across which 
sedimentary thicknesses decrease dramatically. Towards the east the Brunei Border 
forms the acreage boundary. 

The Baram Delta Province forms part of Sarawak Shell's total contract area and 
comprises (1-1-1981) 8 production subblocks and 9 exploration subblocks (Fig. 2). 

A total of 11 oil fields and 2 gas fields have been discovered. 

The main prospective sequence consists of regressive Neogene sediments 
deposited in a lower coastal plain and coastal environment. Sedimentation was 
accompanied by synsedimentary growth faulting, providing early traps for generated 
hydrocarbons. At a later stage, the structural picture became more complex due to a 
phase of compressional folding. 

This paper is intended to give a brief account of the exploration history, 
stratigraphy, tectonic aspects and hydrocarbon habitat of the Baram Delta Province. 

Presented at GSM Petroleum Geology Seminar 1980. 
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EXPLORATION HISTORY 
Shell's early discovery in 19\0 of the onshore Miri field in Sarawak, initiated a 

long and intriguing period of hydrocarbon exploration in NW Borneo. In the Miri field 
alone, 612 wells have been drilled of which 585 were drilled before 1931. The field, a 
much faulted anticline, reached a peak production of ca. 15,000 bid in 1929 and was 
finally abandoned in 1972 (Fig. 3). 

Despite intensive wild-catting in the early decades. no further commercial 
discoveries were made in Sarawak's land acreage, and when in 1950 marine seismic 
surveys became feasible, the emphasis of exploration activity shifted increasingly 
offshore. 

The first offshore well was drilled in 1957 on the Siwa structure. No hydrocarbons 
were discovered in Siwa-I, but the well proved that the structural trend of the Miri 
anticline continued south-westwards into the sea. 

The first commercial offshore discovery was made in 1963 by the well Baram-I 
(Baram-A field). 
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Fig. 3. Miri field--<:ross section. 
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In the foll owing yea rs, explorati on drilling in the offshore Baram Delta Province 
proved to be highly successful. The bulk of the present reserves were found in the 
peri od 1966- 1968 when the West Lutong, Tukau, Baronia, Baram-B and Betty fie lds 
were discovered. During the seventies, exploratio n drilling continued and resulted in 
the discovery of the smaller offshore fie lds namely: Bakau, Bokor, Fairley Baram and 
Salbiah (Fig. 2) . 

On land renewed act ivity remained unsuccessful. 

To da te. some 70 years afte r the firs t discovery in well Miri-I, Sa rawa k Shell's 
explorati on act ivities still co ntin ue. It is rea li sed th at in the Baram Delta, a mature oil 
province, the more important hydroca rbo n accumulations have already been found . 
However modern high qua li ty seismic recording techniques together with 
soph istica ted processing meth ods wi ll proba bly determine additi onal drillable targets. 
Although these ta rgets are expected to be relati vely small, they co uld, under the present 
day circumstances, represent economica ll y viable prospects. 

STR ATIGRAPHY AND SEDIMENTA RY CYCLES 
The Terti ary sedimentary basin of Sarawak is bounded by an orogenic belt , which 

is situated along the southern border of Sarawak . These moun ta ins, which were 
upli fted during Eocene times, fo rm the source fo r the thick post-orogenic sedimentary 
sequence deposited in the Sarawak basin . 
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Fig. 4. Ba ram delta stratigraphy a nd hydroca rbo n occ urrence. 
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The stratigraphy (Fig. 4) of this sequence is based on a subdivision of eight major 
sedimentary cycles. These cycles have been recognised by the presence of rapid and 
widespread transgressions, which interrupted the overall regressive sedimentation (Ho 
Kiam Fui, 1978). In pre-Miocene times, during a period of approximately 20 x 1()6 
years, when Cycles I to IV were deposited, sedimentation in the Barak Delta Province 
took place under deep marine conditions. The resulting sequence of marls, silts and 
shales, up to 2286 m (7500 ft) thick, was penetrated by a number of land wells. 

From Middle Miocene times onwards during Cycles V to VIII, environmental 
changes resulted in the shallowing of the basin and development of a prominent deltaic 
setting (Fig. 5). 

The Cycle V sequence (Middle-Late Miocene) is present in the southern and middle 
part of the Baram Delta Province. Cycle VI (Late Miocene-Early Pliocene) occurs 
principally in the northern part where the sediments of this Cycle thicken dramatically 
across a major growth fault trend, along which the important Baronia field is situated. 

The Cycles VII and VIII (Late Pliocene-Quaternary) developed across a number of 
growth faults in a north-westerly direction. 

Sedimentation under deltaic condition is controlled by the ratio between the rate 
of deposition (Rd) and the rate of subsidence (Rs) of the basin and has been extensively 
covered in the literature. 

The description of the important variations in the Rd/Rs ratio as studied in the 
Gulf Coast (Curtis, 1970) and in the Niger Delta (Evamy et ai., 1978) is also applicable 
to the Baram Delta Province and is summarised below (Fig. 6): 

(1) Rd/Rs > 1: Regressive Phase 
The delta is building out (prograding). Continental, paralic and 
marine sediments and deposited diachronously in a subhorizontal 
way (Fig. 7a). 

(2) Rd/Rs ~ 1: Equilibrium Phase 
The delta builds upwards. Continental, paralic and marine sediments 
are stacked subvertically in a restricted belt. 

(3) Rd/Rs < "1: Transgl"essive Phase 
The delta is receding. Marine shales transgress in a shorewards 
direction. These transgressive phases form the basis for 
differentiation between different cycles and subcycles as recognised 
by Sarawak Shell Berhad in their Sarawak acreage (Fig. 7b). 

The recognition of a cycle or a subcycle can therefore be based on the following 
criteria: 

(1) The base coincides with a regional transgression, -usually a marine shale on 
top of fluvial or coastal sands. (Rd/Rs < 1). 
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ALLUVIAL SANDS (CONTINENTAL) 

PARALIC SANDS AND SHALES 

MARINE SHALES 

Fig. 6. Conceptual models of deltaic sed imentation (after Curt is. 1970). 
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Fig. 7. Expression onl-ray log of regressive and transgressive sequcnce. 

(2) The sedimentary sequence in a cycle is regressive. -from marine at the 
bottom to coastal plain at the top. normally showing a coarsening upwards 
sequence with increasing sand content (Rd/Rs > I). 

To establish the environments of deposition of the sediments penetrated by the 
wells, a combination of palaeontological data (benthonic foraminifera) and shape 
characteristics of wireline logs is used (Fig. 8). 

As the transgressions are very rapid. cycle boundaries are considered to be good 
time markers in the limited area of the Baram Delta. As most of the sediments lack 
planktonic Foraminifera. palynology is the principal time stratigraphic tool and a firm 
correlation between pollen zones and the cycle boundaries has been established. 

STRUCTURAL STYLE 

The Baram Delta Province can be divided into a series of depositional units. 
separated from each other by major faults trending approximately E-W. Each unit is 
characterised by its own specific stratigraphy. sedimentation and hydrocarbon. 
distribution. Growth faults are well known from other deltaic areas such as the Niger 
Delta and the Gulf Coast in the United States. Structurally and sedimentologically the 
Baram Delta in Sarawak resembles these provinces. but is comparatively small in 
areal extent (Fig. 9). 
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A growth fault has been described as a fault which offsets an active surface of 
deposition (Fig. 10, Merki. 1970). It is an important synsedimentary tectonic feature 
and it can form one of the principal trapping mechanisms in deltaic provinces. 

Growth faults are a resull of density contrasts and gravity sliding during deltaic 
sedimentation. This type of fault is believed to coincide broadly with the ancient 
coastlines. 
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Fig. 9. Areal extent of the Niger-, Mississippi- and Baram delta provinces (schematic). 

Synsedimentary tectonics are initiated when sandy deposits of a regressive cycle 
are prograding over mobile marine shales, whose interstitial water is retained due to 
very rapid sedimentation. The tectonic style is strongly related to the ratio between the 
rate of deposition and the rate of subsidence as described by Bruce (1973) and Evamy, 
et al. (1978) (Fig. 11). 

In the Baram Delta Province the principal style of sedimentary tectonics is 
established under the condition of Rd/Rs > I, when new fault controlled 
depocentres are formed in a seaward direction as sediment supply exceeds the 
subsidence of the basin (Fig. 12). 
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Fig. 10. Growth fa ult model (after Merki . 1970). 

When Rd / Rs ~ I (subsidence and sediment supply are in equilibrium ) the 
depocentre will continue to grow subvertically until the ratio Rd / Rs becomes again 
> I or < I. 

Counter regional faults can develop when Rd/ Rs ~ I , when differential loading 
causes synsedimentary movement along a zone of facies change in the region where a 
paralic sequence (sands and shales) passes diachronously into marine shales. 

The northeastern part of the Baram Delta Province is an example of thi s type o f 
synsed imentary tectonics (Fig. 13). 

As a result or their synsedimentary nature. structura l trapping conditio ns are 
created in the down thrown blocks of the growth fault alread y in the early stages o f 
deposition. This aspect is of great importance, as genera ted hydrocarbons co uld 
migrate at any given time in to a closed structure. Synsediment a ry fa ulting. which 
occurs at a stage when the sediments are unconsolid ated o r o nl y sli ghtl y co nsolid a ted. 
may a ll ow the smearing of clays along a fau lt plane thereby enhancing the sea ling 
capacity of a growth fau lt . 
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Rd IRs>1 Rd I Rs .. I 

Fig. 13. Migrated seismic section ac ross north-eastern part of Baram delta province: synsedimentary 
tectonics related to Rd / Rs::::: I. 

An important characteri stic of a growth fault is a lso the greater thick ness of the 
downthrown bl ock seq uence relative to the upthrown block sequence (Fig. 10). The 

. (unit thickness in downthrown blOCk) 
growth mdex is a measure which depicts the 

unit thickness in upthrown block 

growth history of the fault and determines the thickness relationship of deposits in 
down and upthrown blocks. In the Baram Delta Province thi s ratio ranges between I 
and 2.5 (Figs. 10, 14). 

Another feature of a growt h fa ult is the flattening of the fau lt plane with depth. 
This flattening is a result of compact ion, mainly of the shales which in a regressive 
seq uence increase in percentage from top to bottom. Movement a long a growth fa ult 
plane, wh ich flattens with depth and is concave upward , results in a ro ll over of the 
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Fig. 14. Migrated se ismic sec ti on: growt h index ofa majo r growth fault in the no rthern Baram delta. 
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sediments in the downthrown block. creating dipclosure normal to the fault plane 
direction (Figs. 10. 14). Parallel to the fault plane dipclosure in the downthrown block 
is often established by a !l1ore pronounced compaction on either side of the depocentre. 
which is normally located in the central part of the growth fault trend and is 
characterised by pronounced sand deposition. Away from the depocentre a gradual 
shaling out of the sedimentary sequence occurs. 

In general a shift of the culmination with depth in a downdip direction is observed. 
This reflects the continuous (synsedimentary) activity of the growth fault through time. 

A late phase of compressional folding and uplift related to basement tectonics of 
the continental margin ofN.W. Borneo occurred in early Cycle VI (Upper Miocene) 
and is expressed in the Baram Delta Province by a series ofNE-SW oriented folds and 
some reverse faulting. 

The intensity of folding and uplift increases from north to south. resulting in the 
erosion of an increasing amount of sediments in a southerly direction. On land and in 
the southern offshore area. strong uplift was accompanied by severe normal and 
reverse faulting (Fig. 15). This resulted in a number of very complex structures of which 
the Siwa feature and the Miri field (Fig. 3) are prime examples. 

In the area between the Miri-Siwa structural trend and the Cycle VI growth fault 
which bounds the Baronia field to the south no reverse faulting has been observed, but 
the folds form a dominant tectonic trend. All fields discovered so far in this area are on 
structural highs located at the intersection of the E-W striking growth faults and the 
NE-SW trending anticlines and are in general intensely broken up by normal faults 
(Fig. 16). 
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Fig. 15. Migrated seismic section: reverse faulted structure (Miri anticline). 
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Fig. 16. Migrated se ismic secti on: normal fa ulted structure (Baram field). 

The a rea to the north of the Baronia growth fault is not affected by compressional 
fo lding and the Cycle VI-VIII structures are of the classical dipclosed ro llover type, 
controlled by growth faults only . 

RESERVO IR DEVELOPMENT AN D TRAPPING MECHANISM 

The Baram Delta is a cla stic province and the rese rvoir rocks are excl usively 
sa ndstones. 

During the overall regressive Cycles V to VIII times a thick seq uence of regressive 
coastal plain . coastal and fluvi omarine sediments with genera ll y good reservoir 
cha racteri stics were deposited. The principal reservoirs are beach sa nds. coasta l 
barriers sa nd s and shall ow neritic sand -sheets deposited in a coasta l environ ment and 
channel sands belonging to the deltaic coastal plain environmen t of depos iti on. 

Due to a low thermal gradient 0.9°Cj30.48 m (lSFj 100'), economic porosites 
(¢?; 15 %) are in general retained to a depth of ca. 3048 m- 3352.8 m (10,000' - 11 ,000'). 
The economic floor is at a shallower depth in the southern part of the Baram Delta 
Province, where erosion has removed the thick overburden and tectonism has 
increased the intensity of diagenesis. 

Reservo ir seq uences in the Baram Delta are best developed in the Cycles V and VI, 
which locally can reach a thickness of up to 3048 m (10,000') and 1828.8 m (6000') 
respectively. 

In the Baram Delta Province hydrocarbon accumulations are predomina ntl y 
fo und to be present in fa ultJd ipclosed structures. Although a large po rti on of the 
hydroca rbon s is trapped by later faults , the major growth faults fo rm the principal 
trapp ing mechan ism. This is due to their synsedimentary origin and the very large 
throws which ca n place a thick paralic (sand/sha le) down thrown bl ock sequence 
aga in st a full y ma rine shale sequence in the upthrown bl ock. This juxtapositi on of 
sa nds against shales a ppea rs. from extensive well data . to be the critical fac tor for the 
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sealing of the faults. On seismic sections the paralic sequence is characterised by clear 
and continuous reflectors. whereas the shaly upthrown block sequence has an 
incoherent reflectivity pattern (Figs. 17. 18). 

Dipclosed accumulations also occur and are either related to pure growth fault 
tectonics as depicted in Fig. 10 or to the late compressional tectonics, which gave rise to 
uplifted dome-shaped structures (Fig. 18). The former type of accumulation is 
restricted to the northern part of the delta (Baronia, Fairley Baram area) whereas the 
latter is confined to the more coastal region. 

SOURCE ROCKS AND GENERATION/MIGRATION OF HYDROCARBONS 

In the Baram Delta Province. studies concerning source rocks generation and 
migration of hydrocarbons can be summarized as follows: Oil/gas analyses and 
investigations of cuttings. cores and sidewall samples from numerous wells have 
proved that all hydrocarbons are landplant derived. No marine source rocks have been 
detected. 

In general source rock recognition is difficult as organic material is not abundant 
and appears to be concentrated in very thin layers. 

The best concentration of source rocks is found in the coastal plain environment 
with the organic content of the sediments decreasing rapidly when the environment 
becomes more marine. 

Generation of hydrocarbons is widely accepted as occurring at a temperature of 
ca. 118.3 °C (245 OF) in the case of oil and at ca. 148.9 °C (300 OF) and above in the case 
of gas. 

In the Baram Delta Province. which is characterised by a low temperature 
gradient of ca. 0.9°Cj30.48 m (1.5 OF /100'), hydrocarbons are therefore thought to be 
generated in a depth range of3048 m-4114.8 m (10,000'-13,500'). The initial principle 
migration route is believed to be lateral from the synclinal areas (i.e. the neighbouring 
kitchen area) upwards along the flanks into the structures. Most hydrocarbon 
occurrences can be explained this way. 

A remigration of hydrocarbons vertically along faults which were induced by the 
late compressional tectonic phase has to be assumed in some structures where 
hydrocarbons occur at very shallow levels. 

SEISMIC 

Major structures readily identitiable on seismic were drilled in the Baram Delta 
Province during the sixties and all important fields were found in that period. 

In the last decade a dense grid of seismic data has been acquired in the area. Less 
obvious exploration targets could be delineated and a number of small fields were 
discovered. 
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The continuous improvement in the seismic data quality has also led to a better 
definition of the areal extent of existing fields and their often complex structural styles. 
As a result, an effective appraisal and development drilling campaign could be carried 
out. 

The refined seismic data acquisition and processing methods will allow 
exploration for smaller and more complicated traps, which could still be economically 
viable. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The Baram Delta can be considered a classical deltaic province aS,in general, the 

concepts of sedimentological development and synsedimentary tectonics as 
established in e.g. the Niger delta and the Gulf coast can be applied. 

On land and offshore the Baram Delta Province has been thoroughly explored 
and a total of 11 oil fields and 2 gas fields have been discovered. 

The remaining hydrocarbon potential of the province is considered to be limited 
as the presently undetected traps will be small and difficult to delineate. 
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